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TRAINING PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUALS
A ‘Modular Recreational Training’ Program

4 HOUR MODULES
REMOD

Who (Potential Participants)
Working professionals in service/business, home makers, youth, teenagers.

Why (Purpose)
The purpose of this program is to providing a creative and recreational time-out for talented people hard pressed for time, flexibly.

How (Process)
Participating in any of the following interactive modular sessions:
YES3 - Your Exciting Success - YES depends significantly on your ability (talent)
and attitude (character) to See, Set, Score (S x S x S = S3) your goals. A simple
to deploy framework, for achieving synergy between talent and attitude, can
deliver extreme lifetime value, for every individuals exciting success. The
program inspires you to understand and acquire that framework – YES3.
Rubik3 – Solving the Rubik Cube (Covered in 2 modules of 4 hours each)
The Rubik’s cube, invented about 40 years ago, is the invention of Ernő Rubik,
a Hungarian architect and sculptor. Solving it means overcoming the
complexity posed by its quintillions of permutations, equivalent to standard
sized cubes, covering the earth’s surface, 275 times over! The sense of
accomplishment is overwhelming for most people.
P3 - Positive Passionate Personality. (Covered in 2 modules of 4 hours each)
The purpose of this program is to inspire and guide you to mould yourself
from what you are, to what you can be. Playing P3 is about creative examples
and learning’s related to behaviour, listening intently, speaking expressively,
lateral thinking, and stress management. The experience will inspire you into
being a P3. The program also includes the YES3 module.
EPL3 – Effectively Presenting Lucidly (Covered in 2 modules of 4 hours each)
Interactively experiencing and learning the three dimensions of EPL for
effective presenting (verbal + expressive communication) lucidly. Learning
tools used include audio – visuals, physical exercises, breathing exercises,
confidence building exercises, and a presentation that is video recorded for
personal assessment and constructive feedback for positive improvement.

ART3
The purpose of this program is to inspire novice/learning art enthusiasts by
making them aware of know various types of paintings such as Oil, Acrylic,
Charcoal, Dry Pastel, Water, more.) Participants can then enjoy a live
demonstration as well as make live a traditional ‘warli art’ greeting card.
WARLI BASIC
The purpose of this program is to introduce you interactively to the traditional
warli art. It will include a presentation on warli art - background, basic shapes
and themes. Participants will then get to do a live activity of painting a simple
warli greeting card @ 5.5 inch x @ 8.5 inch, as well as a simple warli artifact
(like a desk flower pot)
WARLI ADVANCE (Covered in 3 modules of 4 hours each)
The purpose of this program is to introduce you some advanced forms of
application of the traditional warli art. Participants will get to paint any three
of the following items live namely - a beautiful warli table mat @ 11 inch x @
18 inch, a beautiful warli canvas @ 20 inch x 20 inch and a beautiful short top
(for women) or a T-shirt (for men), a warli pot, or a warli frame.
FUNDO
The purpose of this program is to inspire you with creative activities.
Participants will learn the art of making a multi-color rose shaped floating
candle, master the art of writing any table between 11-99 within a minute
(courtesy Dr. Panat), learn homely book binding by recycling old rough pages
from used note-books, and learn a simple technique for city farming at home

Value (Benefits) - The program modules will serve as an inspirational capsule, recharging your creative pursuits
Investment (Module Fee)*

FOR QUERIES / PARTICIPATION eMAIL / CALL

INR 2000/- per person, per module. For group and student discounts, please check with us.

suniltatkar@valurevolution.com / Phone +91.90043.58965

About Value GO?AL!

*We strive to keep our program fee affordable, taking inspiration from the attitude of one of India’s brightest scientists who struggled to overcome a difficult childhood and achieved
his exciting success. He propagated enabling radical social transformation by delivering more (extreme value), from less (ultra low cost means) for more (people to afford and benefit).
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